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Skype Teen

The top three most purchased and widely discussed sporting season gifts  in 2017 in Bulgaria got

ranked as follows: 

(1)  Master  V-100  (https://sportensklad.bg/rowing-machine-master-v-100),  (2)   Ice  Fit  3

(https://www.decathlon.bg/p/8110364_mazki-kanki-za-led-fit-3-cherno-byalo.html?search_query=k

%D1%8Anki+led&results=199) and (3) Badminton Spartan Favorit (https://sportensklad.bg/badminton-set-

favorit), according to localized research based on hobby discussion topics among teens age 11 to 18. Other

popular categories of preferred leisure time expenses pointed to travel,  movies,  video games and brand

gadgets like shavers and robots.

The concept of integrating Skype and alike video conversation into the weekly life of teens has proved

rather  flexible  and  contributive  in  relation  to  socializing,  selection  and  timing  —  for  the  purpose  of

awareness, research and consumption.

While chatting with friends that a teen or group of teens have already met in person, they have found the

risk-free way to wander around and more often than not experience a network of streaming channels like

Hallmark and Disney, video games and things that they might decide to purchase such as a scramble game,

an interactive atlas with 1000 questions for play-and-learn time with family and friends as well as fop stuff

like a flying drone. Teens watch videos together and later share some commentary – that makes for informal

and rather valuable a couple hours at Skype. To revise knowledge from previous years of school time, teens

more often than not are apt to go through the public school final tests from grades forth onward, for example

via http://www.bgtest.eu.

Thanks to Skype info sharing, teens manage to get together for home parties, enroll in drawing classes and

subscribe  to  preferable  hobby or  therapeutic  courses  –  one  example  in  Plovdiv,  Bulgaria,  will  include

advertisements for a sauna and solarium program at dance and gym club Total Sport (totalsport.bg) and a

plan for a trip to Sri Lanka (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sri_Lanka) with top travel destination agencies in

comparison to a thousand more pursuits in and around other nations according to financial status and choice.

Misunderstanding and legislative chaos at  a national level often raises the question of whether parental

certificate of approval to use video conversation could guarantee privacy of teens’ talk and looks and tolerate

refunds from unsolicited sales as registered in a teen’s bank card?

A sample group of teens in Bulgaria will more often than not share adapted tales of Russian and Indian

origin even though the selection process is rotating weekly to include translated short films of Japanese and

Chinese tradition and so forth from continental clear-cut flavor with chronologic, exotic and mystical recall.

The practice to execute a hardware booth at school into methodologies of dialogue (or group conversation)

via Skype has got the integrative element of both instructive and relaxation consequence, to also voluntarily

train listening and recap skills and motivation to create a domain, blog etc from younger age eleven to

eighteen while slowly advancing with theory of IT and so outstrip through interactive aspiration in time.

With respect to taking in savings at schools during Christmas and other social gatherings wherein exchange

of gifts among classmates is involved, pupils in the city of Plovdiv mutually agreed during a Skype talk to



exchange some of the toys that they want to let go anyway and so substitute a thing with another not initially

expected nor previously requested in what is a win-or-lose resulting sentiment.

To integrate art with pragmatic subject matter, fifth grade students enrolled in budget-saving public schools

have utilized programmed learning time to make a couple of things to be used in the classroom year round,

out  of  readily  purchased  craft  pieces  and  paints  to  mention  some  aspects  of  decoupage.  One  basic-

knowledge  example  is  a  tissue  box  (http://craftfactory.eu/index.php?

route=product/product&path=136_126&product_id=606) decorated with paper of different colors and wax

paints  to  contain  different  tissue  brands  year  round.  The  same  workshop  group  has  also  watched  a

documentary of how a bear mug is engraved and produced in German culture. The same lesson runs parallel

with students at the same school, eighth grade, to compare the same box end-product. To store some small

material  pieces,  the  school  administration  will  then  purchase  a  drawer  (http://craftfactory.eu/index.php?

route=product/product&path=136_126&product_id=878) as well, to be recycled at some point of time.

Television content is integrated to familiarize the pupils at school with consumer choices and allow for a

mocking and amusing bit during the long learning day for about ten minutes to watch the end product from

applying tools and knowledge based in IT content. At schools not using interactive digital boards the method

of localizing  well-recognized classmates,  teachers  and parents  in  a  situation of  buying food and office

stationary at nearby stores to the school building has been sufficiently motivational in the broader learning

process.

Generation Hush

Meanwhile in communities where limited or none Internet connection and usage of related programs is

deemed preferable at all, organizations different than churches have managed to produce schedules for adult

events to reflect nursery home methodologies.

Ninety percent of knowledge exchange social events in rare places are based on voluntary return of the

goods involved, if any, and they last for ninety minutes. Examples include: (1) write a short complaint text,

(2) select three CDs to rate the topmost favorite song, (3) select three magazines to rate the topmost photo,

(4) select three tickets for participating in a television show audience to discuss the best one ticket choice

with family members or friends, (5) watch a slide show with works of art, (6) watch a slide show with cars,

(7) watch a slide show with top models over the past five years in Europe, (8) watch a slide video of “how it

is made”, (9) pick one voucher from a selection of hairstyle or seated food and explain what otherwise you

would  prefer  and  (10)  vote  if  you  would  prefer  having  Internet  connection  with  basic  tutor  on-site

instructions.


